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(57) ABSTRACT 

System and method for interactive video game ?tness equip 
ment. Fitness hardware (e.g., an exercise bicycle, a stair 
machine, treadmill, elliptical trainer, rotary climbing Wall, or 
other ?tness equipment) interacts With a video game, option 
ally via various devices, e.g., a PC, game console, or other 
hardWare and/ or software device or system capable of imple 
menting an interactive application), for an immersive hybrid 
exercise/ game user experience. 
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USER INTERACTIVE EXERCISE SYSTEM 

IN THE SPECIFICATION 

[0001] This application is a continuation of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 11/078,913 ?led Mar. 9, 2005, Which 
claims priority to US. Provisional Application Ser. No. 
60/551,366 ?led Mar. 9, 2004, each said application being 
incorporated by reference in their entireties as if fully set forth 
herein. 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

[0002] This disclosure is protected under United States and 
International Copyright Laws.@ 2002-2010 HeartRate 
Games, Inc. All Rights Reserved. A portion of the disclosure 
of this patent document contains material Which is subject to 
copyright protection. The copyright oWner has no objection to 
the facsimile reproduction by anyone of the patent document 
or the patent disclosure, as it appears in the Patent and Trade 
mark O?ice patent ?le or records, but otherWise reserves all 
copyright rights Whatsoever. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] This invention relates generally to computer and 
video game technology and, more speci?cally, to video 
games played With and/or through ?tness equipment. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0004] Currently people are forced to exercise indoors on 
?tness equipment Without any interactivity, resulting in a 
boring experience that requires signi?cant WillpoWer to start 
and continue, resulting in considerable lack of motivation to 
keeping in shape, much less form healthy exercise habits. In 
the preferred embodiment the problem is solved by turning 
exercising on a piece of ?tness equipment into an interactive, 
exciting, and motivating video game experience. 
[0005] Another existing problem is active or ?tness games 
have yet to penetrate the home in any signi?cant degree; While 
an arcade game can be successful enough to support a pro 
prietary solution, no single game, or even small set of games, 
is suf?cient to motivate the consumer to make a substantial 
hardWare purchase. Industry-Wide support must be shoWn 
before most consumers Will adopt a platform. 
[0006] The current market solutions are inadequate. Pro 
prietary solutions generally target niche markets and may 
consist of a proprietary hardWare device, such as a bicycle or 
treadmill, an interface, and some proprietary softWare that 
runs the application; the user is require to supply the platform, 
usually a personal computer (PC). These solutions are closed, 
meaning there is absolutely no support for their devices other 
than from a feW choice partners, and their costs force pricing 
high far above the mass-market. 
[0007] Other approaches rely on the use of existing games 
that do not Work off-the-shelf as ?tness games. Further, 
because the devices do not provide a Way to equally compare 
the effort put forth by tWo competitors, these devices can’t be 
used for head-to-head competition or even friendly training. 
[0008] In prior devices, there is no feedback from the 
device, so they cannot be used for interactive games or com 
petitive events, and the settings of speed and incline or resis 
tance are absolute, not relative, Which means that a given 
Workout is only good for someone Within a narroW ?tness 
range. Someone more ?t than that range Will ?nd the Workout 
too easy; for someone less ?t the Workout is too hard. 
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[0009] The preferred embodiment is based in part on tWo 
observations: most people ?nd aerobic exercise boring and 
active games are very popular in arcades. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0010] The preferred embodiment describes generic inter 
active ?tness equipment using a rear-Wheel trainer used With 
a bicycle interfaced to a personal computer (PC). The ?tness 
equipment interaction happens in concert betWeen the ?tness 
hardWare and a host device, e. g., a PC, game console, or other 
hardWare and/ or softWare device or system capable of imple 
menting an interactive application. 
[0011] Alternative embodiments include an exercise 
bicycle, a stair machine, treadmill, elliptical trainer, rotary 
climbing Wall, or other ?tness equipment, Whether common 
or esoteric. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0012] Preferred and alternative embodiments of the 
present invention are described in detail beloW With reference 
to the folloWing draWings. 
[0013] FIG. 1 is a photographic reproduction of a conven 
tional bicycle installed in rear-Wheel trainer; 
[0014] FIG. 2 is a photographic reproduction of the blue 
cover of the ?y Wheel on a rear-Wheel trainer; 
[0015] FIG. 3 is a photographic reproduction of the vieW of 
the ?y Wheel With the cover removed; 
[0016] FIG. 4 is a photographic reproduction of a vieW of 
the inside of the ?y Wheel cover shoWing the re?ective infra 
red sensor; 
[0017] FIG. 5 is a photographic reproduction of a close-up 
vieW of the assembly under the front Wheel; 
[0018] FIG. 6 is a photographic reproduction of the start of 
an example interactive ?tness game; 
[0019] FIG. 7 is a photographic reproduction of an example 
racing game; 
[0020] FIG. 8 is a photographic reproduction shoWing the 
car accelerating through a turn; 
[0021] FIG. 9 describes the overall layout of the preferred 
softWare solution, alloWing ?tness manufacturers, game 
developers, and ?tness professionals to understand the solu 
tion and hoW to Work With it.; 
[0022] FIG. 10 shoWs hoW a preferred embodiment alloWs 
any device to Work With any application, Without requiring 
any modi?cation or Work by the end user; this makes a pre 
ferred embodiment applications and devices “Plug and Play”, 
preferably by using a runtime core that removes all depen 
dencies betWeen devices and applications; 
[0023] FIG. 11 is an alternative embodiment of the typical 
functions used and the typical path folloWed through the 
system; 
[0024] FIG. 12 shoWs a preferred embodiment runtime core 
that preferably removes all dependencies betWeen devices 
and applications involving a music control; 
[0025] FIG. 13 shoWs internal design Which optionally 
alloWs multiple device types to be integrated and made 
equivalent in an equivalence layer, While simultaneously pre 
serving device speci?c information in exercise records and 
elseWhere to meet the user’s needs and for future expansion; 
[0026] FIG. 14 shoWs that a preferred embodiment sets the 
standard for interactive exercise devices; 
[0027] FIG. 15 shoWs ?tness related equipment attached, in 
the preferred embodiment, to a game console or PC With an 
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enabled application, Which then may be connected via an AV 
cable to a television or other audio video device; 
[0028] FIG. 16 shows a preferred embodiment’s technical 
baseline; 
[0029] FIG. 17 shoWs hoW a preferred embodiment Will 
include ?tness, entertainment, and provide a user With many 
features and opportunities; 
[0030] FIG. 18 compares products and features; 
[0031] FIG. 19 shoWs advantages of a preferred embodi 
ment and; 
[0032] FIG. 20 shoWs a preferred platform and intercon 
nectivity. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

[0033] The preferred embodiment comprises one or more 
of the following: a ?tness device (aka ?tness machine, e.g., 
treadmill, stationary bicycle); a user display; a computer sys 
tem for running a game (simulation or other softWare, e.g., 
PC, game console, or handheld device). Alternate embodi 
ments may also include a method of detecting the level of 
effort of the user (e. g., momentary Watts of output); and/ or an 
optional method for monitoring the user (e.g., their perceived 
level of exertion). 
[0034] The preferred embodiment can provide an interface 
that alloWs any ?tness machine to look like a single-axis 
joystick. In an alternative embodiment multiple additional 
axes are possible (e.g., steering on a bicycle). The preferred 
embodiment may include buttons and sliders Which may be 
reported out to common USB Human Interface Device (HID) 
spec drivers. The preferred embodiment may have connectiv 
ity With a PC, Xbox, PS2, Game Cube, etc. In an alternative 
embodiment tWo-Way control (e.g., force feedback, increased 
device speed or resistance) Will be available as Well. 
[0035] The preferred embodiment includes an interface 
that alloWs control of any ?tness machine from an Applica 
tion Programmer’s Interface (API) Which may run on top of a 
manufacturer’s published or non-published interfaces. 
Examples of such interfaces: Icon’s iFit interface (e. g., chirp 
maker code); and Precor et al.’s CSafe interface (e.g., HRG 
code); direct control of a machine using the equivalent of the 
LabJack USB controls for our Torcs demo (e.g. HRG code, 
Lab] ack USB driver code and hardWare). All code mentioned 
in this paragraph is herein incorporated by reference. 
[0036] In the preferred embodiment the code resides on the 
device itself, in an interface pod, or on any other part or 
combination of parts of the ?tness solution, including any 
main CPU. 
[0037] The preferred embodiment optionally includes a 
calibration of level of effort betWeen machines: of a single 
type, e.g., tWo machines of the same type from the same 
manufacturer; of same type but different manufacturers, e. g., 
tWo different stationary bicycles; and of different type and 
classes, e. g., a stationary bicycle and a treadmill. Equivalence 
betWeen users on the same machine, or on machines made 
equivalent through the use of this interface alloWs a “fair 
?ght” no matter What the tWo machines are, thus alloWing for 
multi-person sessions locally or over a netWork. 
[0038] The preferred embodiment alloWs automatic adjust 
ment to machine settings, including level of effort. First, for 
an experienced user on a neW machine e.g., doesn’t have to 
knoW hoW to setup a machine he or she hasn’t used before 
because the system knoWs speci?c characteristics of the user 
and can compute the appropriate settings. Second, betWeen a 
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user and a user’s exercise plan; the interface knoWs suf?cient 
data about the exercise plan and the level of effort. Third, for 
a naive user, Who needs their ?tness level evaluated the sys 
tem can automatically adjust to an appropriate baseline based 
on data from one or more sessions. Finally for a user against 
AI or other elements of a game or other simulation system, 
adjusting the user’s capabilities to a knoWn baseline appro 
priate for a designer’s desired level of di?iculty. 
[0039] In a preferred embodiment, code implementing the 
settings feature is provided beloW: 

[multiplayer] 
serveriip=“192.168.0.155” 
serveriport=8000 
multiplayerion=0 
hrgimodeion=1 
myicariindex=0 
myicarinarneé‘Player CLK DTM” 
useipos=1 
useiaccelibrakeisteer=0 
collisionion=1 
numiplayers=2 
bikeimaxispeediparam = 80.0 

bikeispeedifactoripararn = 2.1 

carisendiintervalimsecsipararn = 33.0 

HRGiEASIERiS PEEDiBUTTON=4 
HRGiHARDERiSPEEDiBUTTON=5 
HRGiRESETiSPEEDiBUTTON=6 
HRGiREVERSEiBUTTON=1 
HRGiFORWARDiBUTTON=3 
[pace] 
HRGiMAXiPACE=300 
/* trainer 0 = minoura */ 

[trainer0] 
trainerispeedifactor = 1.0 

/* trainer 1 = cyclops */ 

[trainerl] 
trainerispeedifactor = 1.6 

/* trainer 7 = minoura mag 850 high setting*/ 

[trainer7] 
trainerispeedifactor = 0.7 

[bemiWO] 
maxispeed=90.0 

maxispeed=92.0 

maxispeed=94.0 

maxispeed=96.0 

maxispeed=98.0 
[bemiWS] 
maxispeed=91.0 

maxispeed=93.0 

maxispeed=95.0 
[bemiWS] 
maxispeed=97.0 

maxispeed=99.0 
[user] 
?rstinarneé‘johnny” 
middleinarne = “a” 

lastinarne = “fernandes” 

dobim = 1 

dobid = 31 

dobiy = 1966 

sex = 1 

Weightilbs = 180 

heightift = 5.6 

targetiheartirate = 60 

?tnessilevel = 1 

performanceilevel = 100 
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-continued 

physicianisupervision = 0 

[recording] 
directory = “./hrgidataidump” 
?leipre?x = “testjf’ 
writingion = l 

writingiintervalisecs = 30 

[0040] In the preferred embodiment the traditional Al bal 
ance technique of “Rubberbanding” is not preferred. Unlike 
in a traditional game, where “throttle is free”, i.e., it costs the 
user no effort to hold the throttle wide open for long periods 
of time, for an exercise game or simulation to be “fair” and 
“beatable” the system needs to know the actual potential of 
the user and the system. For example, a typical car racing 
game would speed up the Al cars the user is racing against 
when the user is going fast, allowing them to catch up, and 
slow them down somewhat when the user is behind, mounting 
the cars on a “rubber band” relative to the user’s car. Since 
there is no “cost” to the user to go as fast as possible this is a 
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reasonable technique in a standard game. However, if an 
exercise system were to implement such a simple system, the 
users would quickly learn that they should go as slow as 
possible for the majority of the race, speeding up only near the 
end. This would result in an exercise system that was neither 
a fun nor effective. Instead, the system is designed to be able 
to change the dynamics of the “?tness solution” relative to the 
characteristics of each individual exerciser. In order to 
accomplish this task the system acquires knowledge of the 
user, and/or a good muscle/ skeletal model of human output 
that understands quickly the individual’s ability. The pre 
ferred embodiment executes an example of this process by 
using code in hrg_speed_limiter.cpp which works by model 
ing physical dynamics of an actual machine, e.g., power/ RPM 
curve of a bicycle trainer, using a straight watts equivalent, to 
control the maximum speed of the Al cars along with their 
aggressive or passive nature (e.g., for passing), based on how 
well or poorly the user is doing. Alternative embodiments 
may use programming models including: Bicycle (power/ 
speed) or Treadmill/Walking (speed/incline/weight). 
[0041] Code implementing a preferred speed limiter fea 
ture is provided below: 

#include <direct.h> 
#include “pace.h” 
#ifdef DMALLOC 
#include “dmalloc.h” 
#endif 
#de?ne HRGiSPiREiIMPORT 
#include “car.h” 
extem MyCar* mycar[ ]; 
?oat getHRGSpeedLimiter( int index, MyCar* myc, char *nameStr) 

// decide how we want to drive ——— HRG method 

//MyCar* myc = mycar[index—l]; 
?oat metersAhead = giraceidistances[ index] — giplayeriraceidistance; 
?oat speedLimiter = 1.0f; // limit our acceleration 
static int lastType[ 40] = {myc—>lNSANE}; 
static ?oat VERYiSLOWiDISTANCE = 450.0f; 
static ?oat SLOWiDISTANCE = 300.0f; 
static ?oat CAREFULiDISTANCE = 150.0f; 
static ?oat NORMALiDISTANCE = —30.0f; 
static ?oat PUSHiDISTANCE = —200.0f; 
//static ?oat INSANEiDISTANCE = —300.0f; // not used 
static ?oat VERYiSLOWiLIMITER = 0.4f; 
static ?oat SLOWiLIMITER = 0.6f; 
static ?oat CAREFULiLlMITER = 0.7f; 
static ?oat NORMALiLIMITER = 0.8f; 
static ?oat PUSHiLIMITER = 0.9f; 
static ?oat INSANEiLIMITER = 1.0f; 
// for now, the types seem to give mostly aberrant behavior, so we 
// won’t tweak them much. 
#de?ne VERYiSLOWiTYPE myc—>CAREFUL // slow type means they just basically don’t pass 
#de?ne SLOWiTYPE 
#de?ne CAREFULiTYPE 
#de?ne NORMALiTYPE 
#de?ne PUSHiTYPE 
#de?ne lNSANEiTYPE 

myc—>CAREFUL 
myc—>NORMAL 

myc—>NORMAL 
myc—>PUSH 

myc—>PUSH // insane type is ireallyi crazy 
if (metersAhead > VERYiSLOWiDISTANCE) 

myc—>loadBehaviour( VERYiSLOWiTYPE); //note that behavior support goes no slower than 

speedLimiter = VERYiSLOWiLIMITER; // but we can still throttle the guy way way back 

if (lastType[ index] != VERYiSLOWiTYPE) 
{ 
//GfOut( “%s (%d): ahead by %.lf; new behavior is %s; limiter is %.2f\n”, nameStr, 

index, metersAhead, “SLOW”, speedLimiter); 
lastType[ index] = VERYiSLOWiTYPE; 

if (metersAhead > SLOWiDISTANCE) 
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myc—>loadBehaviour( SLOWLTYPE); 
speedLimiter = SLOWiLIMITER; 

if (lastType[ index] != SLOWLTYPE) 

//GfOut( “%s (%d): ahead by %.1f; new behavior is %s; limiter is %.2f\n”, nameStr, 
index, metersAhead, “SLOW”, speedLimiter); 

lastType[ index] = SLOWLTYPE; 

} 
} 

else if (metersAhead > CAREFULLDISTANCE) 

myc—>loadBehaviour( CAREFULLTYPE); 
speedLimiter = CAREFULLLIMITER; 

if (lastType[ index] != CAREFULLTYPE) 

//GfOut( “%s (%d): ahead by %.1f; new behavior is %s; limiter is %.2f\n”, nameStr, 
index, metersAhead, “CAREFUL”, speedLimiter); 

lastType[ index] = CAREFULLTYPE; 

else if (metersAhead > NORMALLDISTANCE) 

myc—>loadBehaviour( NORMALLTYPE); 
speedLimiter = NORMALLLIMITER; 

if (lastType[ index] != NORMALiTYPE) 

//GfOut( “%s (%d): ahead by %.1f; new behavior is %s; limiter is %.2f\n”, nameStr, 
index, metersAhead, “NORMAL”, speedLimiter); 

lastType[ index] = NORMALLTYPE; 

} 
else if (metersAhead > PUSHLDISTANCE) 

myc—>loadBehaviour( PUSHiTYPE); 
speedLimiter = PUSHLLIMITER; 

if (lastType[ index] != PUSHLTYPE) 

//GfOut( “%s (%d): ahead by %.1f; new behavior is %s; limiter is %.2f\n”, nameStr, 
index, metersAhead, “PUSH”, speedLimiter); 

lastType[ index] = PUSHiTYPE; 

myc—>loadBehaviour( INSANELTYPE); 
speedLimiter = INSANEiLIMITER; 

if (lastType[ index] != INSANELTYPE) 

//GfOut( “%s (%d): ahead by %.1f; new behavior is %s; limiter is %.2f\n”, nameStr, 
index, metersAhead, “INSANE”, speedLimiter); 

lastType[ index] = INSANELTYPE; 

retum( speedLimiter);} 

[0042] Preferably, there is additional level of input massag 
ing: braking (an additional joystick axis) generated automati 
cally by processing the “input signal” from the rotation of the 
rear wheel or equivalent energy absorption/storage/dissipater 
device as demonstrated demo with bicycle on standard rear 
wheel trainer. Braking is preferably included because in order 
for a more realistic and engaging experience the user should 
be able to slow down as well as speed up. 

[0043] Preferably, input from human is modeled from 
knowledge of the mechanical nature of the human body in one 
or more of the following ways: baseline (D/C) offset plus A/C 
signal (treating both legs as one input), baseline (D/ C) offset 

plus two A/C signals (treating each leg separately), two A/C 
signals (treating legs either together or separately). 
[0044] Alternatively, additional models are derivable for all 
types of ?tness machines (e.g., rowing, elliptical trainers, 
treadmills, etc.), based on knowing or assuming the power 
characteristics of the dissipative device (typically exponential 
with respect to the current short-term average input power for 
the human). 
[0045] The preferred embodiment can also detect changes 
in output energy (e.g., constant, increases, or decays, or 
decays rapidly) and thereby can distinguish or separate: 
acceleration by user, braking with hand brake on rear wheel, 
and coasting steady-state pedaling/running/rowing/etc. 








































